
February 11, 2020 
 
Re: HB 2601 
 
Dear Education Committee Members, 
 
Hello and thank you for taking time to hear our story and give us the opportunity to share with our issues 
due to vaccines. In just a few quick sentences I'll give you mine and my two childrens vaccine injury 
stories. 
 
Mine: as a baby I received all my vaccines and as an adult I received 5. Flu, HPV, menegitis. I was a very 
happy active mother and after receiving each of those vaccines I found my self falling into a hole that i 
couldn't get out of. I started to have sensitivity to light and sounds and would get angry when too much 
was going on. I was diagnosed with depression  and everyone i talked to refused to do any other testing. 
After my first set of HPV shots I went into a depression and could not force my self to live like how i 
used to. After the flu I started getting chronic head aches. After the menegitis I was claimed to have 
autism. I was on a spectrum. No one in my family has it I've never had any of these issues until now..after 
receiving these vaccines. I had brain swelling and doctors couldn't tell me why. They kept asking me if I 
had any head injuries or trauma....the simple answer was no I had vaccines and they were full of 
carcinogens that inflammed my brain and causing me to display symptoms of autism...as an adult! This is 
where we need to start questioning things. 
 
My son: my happy baby boy was on top of all his mile stones I always delayed shots because how i 
reacted. Everytime my son wpuld receive a shot he would spend the next month waking up randomly in 
the middle of the night screaming a terror as if he's being murdered. The doctors couldn't explain it to me 
and refused to do any type of testing...from my son's very last vaccine he started to show signs of 
depression at 3 years old! He has soany health issues. He had to have tubes put in twice and tonsils 
removed. He suffers from depression at 4! And he has no reason to be depressed except the fact that he 
infact had brain damage and it cause an abruption in his chemical make up in his brain and put his 
dopamine put of wack. 
 
My daughter: the same story goes with my daughter. She was a happy vibrant baby i spread out shots and 
continued to vaccinate because the mandates amd because the doctors who could never give me answers 
told me to and i thougjt I could trust them. My daughter suffered from encephalitis but she did not go 
back to normal. She started having seizures so doctors were forced to do brain imagine and testing. She 
was have reactions to vaccines and they were triggering seizures in her. All of these issues you see are not 
normal the do not run in our family and we jabe tested our living area to check for mercury and lead and 
there is none so it's not from her atmosphere at home. It was vaccines. 
 
With these stories true stories I hope you will please consider to not allow forced mandates here in Kansas 
let us keep our exemptions and freedoms. As a mother i beg you please do research and realiz vaccines 
injury is mot rare. And know us parents are willing to go through hell and high waters to protect our 
children. It is our constitutional right and we will not comply and there will be a fight! 
Thank you.  
 
Briana White 
Augusta, KS 


